
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Charlotte Division 
 
In re: 
 
TSI Holdings, LLC1 et al.,  
 

DEBTORS. 

CASE NO. 17-30132 
 
CHAPTER 7 
Jointly Administered 

 
AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH W. GRIER, III 

 
I, Joseph W. Grier, III, being first duly sworn, hereby depose and say under oath as 

follows: 
 

GENERAL AFFIANT INFORMATION 

1. I am over 18 years of age, under no disability, and, except as otherwise stated, 
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein. 

2. I am an attorney with the law firm of Grier Furr & Crisp, PA.  My practice as an 
attorney focuses on business-related debtor-creditor issues, including the representation of 
bankruptcy trustees, bankruptcy debtors, and equity receivers. 

3. I have been appointed several times as a fiduciary charged with marshaling the 
assets of a collapsed Ponzi scheme.  In the past decade, I have served as the court-appointed 
receiver in the following Ponzi scheme liquidations: 

C.F.T.C. v.  James Harvey Mason (W.D.N.C. Case No. 3:13-CV-196); 

C.F.T.C. v. Capital Street Financial, LLC (W.D.N.C. Case No. 3:09-cv-387); 

C.F.T.C. v. Barki, LLC (W.D.N.C. Case No. 3:09-cv-106); and 

State of North Carolina v. Peerless Real Estate Services, Inc. (Wake County, 
North Carolina Case No. 07-CVS-9006). 

GENERAL CASE INFORMATION 

4. I have been appointed as the chapter 7 bankruptcy trustee in the above-captioned 
bankruptcy cases (collectively, this “Case”) for TSI Holdings, LLC (“TSI”), WSC Holdings, 
LLC (“WSC”), SouthPark Partners, LLC (“SPP,” and collectively with TSI and WSC, the 
“Ponzi Debtors”), and Sharon Road Properties, LLC (“SRP”), all of which were controlled and 
operated by Richard C. (Rick) Siskey (“Rick Siskey”) prior to his death in late 2016. 

                                                 
1  These jointly administered cases are those of the following debtors:  TSI Holdings, LLC, Case No. 17-
30132, WSC Holdings, LLC Case No. 17-30338, SouthPark Partners, LLC Case No. 17-30339 and Sharon Road 
Properties, LLC Case No. 17-30363. 
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5. After reviewing the books and records for TSI, WSC, SPP, and SRP, I have 
reached the conclusion that TSI, WSC, and SPP were each operated as part of a Ponzi scheme 
orchestrated by Rick Siskey (the “Ponzi Scheme”). 

6. In addition, I believe six investors who Rick Siskey qualified as “Outside 
Investors” in SRP (the “Outside Investors”) were also part of the Ponzi Scheme.  It is my opinion 
that SRP was otherwise operated legitimately and independently from the Ponzi Scheme. 

7. Statements sent to investors either as directed by Rick Siskey and/or by a self-
directed retirement account custodian (which in turn relied on reports from Rick Siskey) 
reflecting values for TSI, WSC, SPP, and SRP (regarding the Outside Investors) did not 
accurately reflect the actual value of any investment.  Rather, the balances provided to investors 
were totally fictitious and not based upon any actual investment or holding.  Interest rates 
reflected in the statements or otherwise promised to investors appear to have been picked 
arbitrarily and not tied to any actual investment.  Indeed, the investments held by the Ponzi 
Debtors were nominal in comparison the money invested into those entities. 

8. Furthermore, Rick Siskey credited certain investors who contributed cash into 
deposit accounts owned by two investment funds known variously as Premier Funds One, LLC 
and Premier Funds II, LLC (collectively, the “Premier Fund”) with “rollover” investments in 
SPP and/or SRP (as an Outside Investor), even though no cash was actually contributed to 
deposit accounts owned by the debtor entities with respect to those “rollover” amounts. 

9. I believe that the Premier Fund was part of the Ponzi Scheme, although it pre-
existed the Ponzi Debtors as the primary medium of Rick Siskey’s fraud. 

10. Based upon my review of bank records, Rick Siskey deposited Ponzi Scheme 
investments into—and moved money back and forth between—bank accounts in the name of:  
the Ponzi Debtors; the Premier Fund; Rick Siskey and Diane M. Siskey (“Diane Siskey”); and 
Siskey Industries, LLC (“Siskey Industries”). 

ASSETS OF THE PONZI DEBTORS’ BANKRUPTCY ESTATES 

11. Upon Rick Siskey’s death, Diane Siskey, Rick Siskey’s daughter, and two of Rick 
Siskey’s former employees received an aggregate of approximately $49,525,000.00 in life 
insurance proceeds from four separate life insurance policies (the “Life Ins. Proceeds”). 

12. The primary asset of the Ponzi Debtors’ bankruptcy estates is a litigation claim 
for the imposition of a constructive trust on some or all of the Life Ins. Proceeds, based on the 
theory that, if investor money deposited with the Ponzi Debtors was misappropriated to pay the 
life insurance premiums, the beneficiaries of the Life Ins. Proceeds hold bare legal title to the 
Life Ins. Proceeds and have a duty to return the Life Ins. Proceeds to the injured investors. 

13. In addition, the Ponzi Debtors’ bankruptcy estates could assert tort claims against 
Diane Siskey and others for their roles in furthering the Ponzi Scheme. 

14. The Ponzi Debtors’ bankruptcy estates could also sue certain investors who 
received more in distributions from the Ponzi Scheme than investments made into the Ponzi 
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Scheme (“Net Winners”).  Based on the advice of my professionals, I anticipate that I could 
obtain judgments against Net Winners in the aggregate amount of approximately $1,000,000.00. 

15. Other than the foregoing litigation claims, the Ponzi Debtors’ only other assets as 
of each of their respective petition dates were:  various securities that have since all been 
liquidated in the aggregate amount of $138,438.23; a general claim against Rick Siskey’s probate 
estate (the “Siskey Estate”); and WSC’s 25% membership interest in Ballantyne Clubdominium, 
LLC, which, based on various factors (such as the allegations made by Ballantyne 
Clubdominium, LLC’s management), I estimate could produce between approximately 
$180,000.00 and $360,000.00 for WSC’s bankruptcy estate. 

16. The Ponzi Debtors’ bankruptcy estates have an allowed general claim in the 
Siskey Estate’s state court estate administration proceeding. 

ASSETS OF THE SISKEY ESTATE 

17. Based on the information provided to me by F. Lane Williamson, the 
administrator of the Siskey Estate (the “Administrator”), I understand that the Siskey Estate has 
the following assets:   

(a) cash generated from the sale of personal property owned by Rick 
Siskey at the time of his death, including a wine collection, a car 
collection, a guitar collection, and jewelry and household furnishings 
(of which, after deducting expenses incurred in the administration of 
the Siskey Estate to date, approximately $2,150,000 remains); 

(b) a lien against the real property owned by Ballantyne Clubdominium, 
LLC ($170,000 estimated value); 

(c) cash value in life insurance policies insuring the lives of third parties 
($100,000 estimated value); 

(d) shares in Home Run Holdings, LLC (value undetermined, but in 
excess of $3,375,700); 

(e) a 21.38% interest in SRP (subject to partial offset, estimated value 
ranging between $250,000 and $375,000); 

(f) unsecured notes payable and related litigation claims (minimal 
estimated value); 

(g) shares in Guarantee Insurance Company (minimal estimated value); 
and 

(h) a 98% interest in Siskey Industries, which has both substantial assets 
and substantial liabilities, both of which are uncertain. 
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SISKEY ESTATE LIABILITIES 

18. Based on the information provided to me by the Administrator, I understand that 
the Siskey Estate has the following liabilities:   

(a) Approximately $5,110,405.81 in allowed claims based on Ponzi 
Scheme investments that were not made directly in the Ponzi Debtors, 
including, without limitation, claims of Outside Investors and claims 
based on funds invested in the Premier Fund or Siskey Industries 
(“Non-Debtor Investor Claims”); 

(b) a few “trade claims” totaling less than $500,000; 

(c) unliquidated claims made by Stone Street and two of its officers, Paul 
Porter and Dawn King, (collectively, the “Stone Street Claimants”); 

(d) a claim by the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) for 
monetary remedies that may be imposed for potential violations of 
federal securities laws; and 

(e) a possible claim by the Internal Revenue Service. 

LIABILITIES OF THE OF THE PONZI DEBTORS’ BANKRUPTCY ESTATES 

19. According to various claims orders entered by the Court, there is an aggregate of 
$36,556,094.90 in allowed claims against the Ponzi Debtors’ bankruptcy estates. 

20. There are only two groups of claims that have not been fully resolved in this Case. 

21. The SEC has asserted claims against each of the Ponzi Debtors, which remain 
unresolved. 

22. The Stone Street Claimants’ claims, totaling $26,383,847.00, are also unresolved 
and, if allowed as asserted, would total approximately forty percent (40%) of the total claims 
pool in this Case. 

EFFORTS TO RESOLVE COMPLEX LITIGATION IN THE FALLOUT OF THE PONZI SCHEME 

23. In the event I cannot comprehensively resolve the litigation resulting from the 
Ponzi Scheme through settlement, extensive and expensive litigation will be likely including, 
without limitation: 

(a) litigation between the Ponzi Debtors’ bankruptcy estates and Diane 
Siskey, Stone Street, MetLife, Net Winners, the Ponzi Debtors’ 
employees, agents, advisers, and referral sources; 

(b) litigation between the Siskey Estate and Diane Siskey, Stone Street, 
and MetLife; 
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(c) litigation between the Ponzi Debtors’ bankruptcy estates and the 
Siskey Estate regarding the division of limited assets; 

(d) litigation of common claims between potentially hundreds of investor-
victims and Diane Siskey, Stone Street, MetLife, the Ponzi Debtors’ 
employees, agents, advisers, and referral sources; and 

(e) litigation between the Ponzi Debtors’ bankruptcy estates (and possibly 
the Siskey Estate) against potentially hundreds of investor-victims 
regarding the timing and division of common claims against Diane 
Siskey, Stone Street, MetLife, the Ponzi Debtors’ employees, agents, 
advisers, and referral sources. 

24. The availability of the Life Ins. Proceeds, however, provides a streamlined and 
swift avenue to get the Ponzi Scheme victims paid all, or substantially all, of their restitution 
claims. 

25. I have conducted a review of Diane Siskey’s financial affairs, Rick Siskey’s 
financial affairs, and the Ponzi Debtors’ financial affairs. 

26. If litigation with Diane Siskey is necessary, while I believe I would be successful, 
there is no guaranty that I would succeed in obtaining a monetary judgment against Diane Siskey 
or in imposing a constructive trust on the Life Ins. Proceeds.  North Carolina law and federal 
common law are unsettled on the extent the Life Ins. Proceeds could be burdened with a 
constructive trust in this context.  Moreover, there are competing tracing methodologies—all of 
which are complex—that necessitate a review of financial records dating back 20+ years that 
may no longer be available.  The tracing analysis is further complicated by the fact that some of 
Rick Siskey’s income came from sources independent of the Ponzi Scheme.  Diane Siskey also 
had her own income independent of the Ponzi Scheme. 

27. Thus, the outcome of any litigation against Diane Siskey regarding the Life Ins. 
Proceeds, or otherwise, involves risk, as well as costs and delays. 

28. The settlement embodied in the Term Sheet attached to the conversion motion 
(the “Settlement”) is a result of more than six (6) months of vigorous negotiations between 
myself, the Administrator, and Diane Siskey’s attorneys.  I believe the Settlement reflects the 
most value that the Ponzi Scheme victims can get from Diane Siskey, absent litigation. 

29. The Settlement basically provides that Diane Siskey will fund two liquidating 
trusts created pursuant to a confirmed chapter 11 plan with $41,654.951.67.  This entire sum is 
now in escrow. 

30. In addition to the monetary value to be contributed by Diane Siskey, the 
Settlement also provides substantial benefit to the Ponzi Debtors’ bankruptcy estates because it 
offers mechanisms (e.g., conversion to chapter 11 and establishment of liquidating trusts through 
the plan confirmation process) by which the Administrator and I can efficiently and 
comprehensively achieve an equitable result for all victims. 
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